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CHAPTER 4, Part II: 

Other semi-structured format : 

JSON

Semi-structured DATA



Other Semi-structured file formats 



JSON (JavaScript Object Notation)

▪ It is a lightweight text-based interchange format (file .json).

▪ JSON is standardized,.

▪ JSON is easy to read and write than XML format (alternative 

to XML)

▪ JSON format is used to transfer structured data over 

network connection from one machine to another in a truly 

portable way. For e.g. JSON is used to transmit data 

between a server and   web applications.



JSON (JavaScript Object Notation)

▪ JSON is used in almost all places where data exchange is 

needed between two modules :  JavaScript based 

applications that includes browser extensions and 

websites, Rest API calls, Flask based Python applications or 

be in Java based micro service.



JSON uses cases 







JSON uses cases



JSON uses cases



JSON as a File Format



JSON DATA type 

▪ Typed objects, while XML is not

➢ JSON types include : object, array, string,
numbers, boolean value, null.

➢ XML data is always string (a text file).



JSON systax

▪ JSON follows JavaScript syntax (object syntax).

1. Data is stored and transmitted in the form of name/value 
pairs with colon ‘:’ used as separator, inside a curly 
braces{} :  

      {“name1 “: “value1”, “name 2“: “value2”, }.

2. Square brakets for arrays, and {} for ojects. 

3. Square brackets [] hold list or arrays

4. The key within the JSON should not be repeated

5. As a programmer, you must validate your json file before 
using it. There are many freely available JSON validation 
programs such as JSONLint.



Exemple

String

Array of objects

Object

Array

Boolean

NULL



Exercice : Convert this JSON file to 

XML



Exercice :

JSON to XML : convert it to XML !



▪What about CSV,  YAML, 
PARQUET ? 
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